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SUMMARY

Auditory lateralization is an increasingly common phenomenon taken into account in logope-
dic diagnosis and therapy. From the perspective of the description of speech disorders and reading 
and writing difficulties, lateralization, including auditory lateralization, occupies an important place 
because it allows explaining the mechanisms of disorders. It is therefore important to discuss ways 
of diagnosing auditory lateralization and to indicate ways to improve this function.
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LATERALIZATION – TERMINOLOGICAL ISSUES

Lateralization is related to Latin latus, lateris – “side”, “flank”. In literature 
there is some confusion about this matter. J. Mroziak (1992) says that the term 
“lateralization” is used interchangeably with “asymmetry” and is understood as 
the lateral advantage that can apply both to the functions of paired bodily organs 
and psychic functions. The definition of the term “lateralization” as functional 
asymmetry indicates the unilateral advantage of a given function. In contrast, 
G.N. Martin (2001) used the term “lateralization” interchangeably with the terms 
“dominance” and “functional asymmetry” in the sense of preferential use or the 
superior function of one bodily part.

The term “dominance” can be applied to the higher activity of the specific 
hemisphere in processing specific sound stimuli (the activity depending first of all 
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on the specialization of a given hemisphere) while the term “lateralization” can be 
referred to peripheral structures (receptors and effectors), with the adoption of the 
principle that right-hemisphere dominance causes left-side lateralization and vice 
versa – left-hemisphere dominance produces right-side lateralization. This obvi-
ously applies to different modalities, including auditory modality. This is also how 
the term “lateralization” is widely used, e.g. in the expressions: right-eye lateral-
ity, left-eye laterality, right-hand laterality, left-hand laterality, and indeterminate 
laterality. In this sense M. Bogdanowicz (1985, p. 55) defines that “lateralization 
or laterality, the functional dominance of one bodily part, is associated with the 
dominance of one of the cerebral hemispheres”.

This approach raises no doubts with regard to efferent activities: a right-hand-
ed person prefers performing activities with his/her right hand (although when 
gesticulating, s/he can use the left hand more often). It is far more difficult to 
establish lateralization in auditory perception, e.g. in the case of speech sounds 
perception this will be right-ear lateralization, in the perception of musical sounds 
– left-ear lateralization (or right-ear lateralization in the musician), with regard 
to the perception of sounds in the surrounding world – indeterminate lateraliza-
tion. Does the phenomenon of lateralization therefore differ depending on the  
sound category?

In acoustics and audiology the term “auditory lateralization” refers to the 
phenomenon of location of the sound source in a specific situation. The term is 
used to describe the seeming position of the sound source inside the head, when 
we are receiving sounds in head- or earphones (Moore, 1999).

The problem of auditory lateralization acquires the right dimension when we 
are analyzing the phenomenon of auditory attention. Auditory attention consists in 
selecting and enhancing sound stimuli, which concerns first of all two channels of 
sound reception: right-ear and left-ear perception. The criteria for the selection of 
right- or left-ear perception are not easy to establish; however, they indisputably 
determine the phenomenon of central and peripheral lateralization. Moreover, 
since there is external auditory attention (relating to stimuli coming from outside) 
and internal attention (reception of internal stimuli), we can infer that there is lat-
eralization in the perception of external sounds and lateralization in the auditory 
control of produced sounds.

Many students of the problem highlighted the role of right-ear lateralization 
in speech perception and the consequences of its disorders. A. Tomatis thinks that 
left-ear lateralization with the left brain hemisphere being dominant (specializing) 
in speech function may cause all kinds of speech disorders as well as reading and 
writing difficulties.
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MECHANISM OF LATERALIZATION

The crucial problem in explaining the mechanism of lateralization is the spe-
cialization of the cerebral hemispheres in processing sound stimuli. In discus-
sions on the functional difference between the cerebral hemispheres, the terms 
applied to the left hemisphere include: “linguistic”, “analytical”, “rational”, 
“linear”, “sequential”, and “free”, while the right hemisphere entails terms like 
“non-linguistic”, “synthetic” (holistic), “emotional”, “spatial”, “successive”, and  
“automatic”, respectively. Some of the foregoing terms refer to the features of the 
material processed by a given hemisphere more effectively, and others character-
ize the processing procedures.

The functional dissimilarity of the hemispheres manifests itself fully in two 
kinds of functions: linguistic and spatial-visual. The proof of specialization of 
a given hemisphere in a given function is the dichotomization of disorders in each 
of these functions after lateral brain damage: aphasia occurs after injuries to the 
left hemisphere, and prosopagnosia and hemispatial neglect syndrome occur after 
damage to the right hemisphere.

Of interest are the studies on asymmetry in emotions. Conclusions are pro-
posed that there are two distinct lateralized mechanisms regulating emotional re-
actions: the left hemisphere is involved in controlling positively marked emotion-
al responses, while the right hemisphere – those negatively marked. Uncontrolled 
emotional outbursts do not need to be a psychogenic reaction, but they can be 
linked to disorders of the cerebral mechanisms that regulate emotional reactions 
(Herzyk, 1992).

Furthermore, laterality begins in higher cortical structures. The primary, pro-
jection areas receive simple sensory information, none of them being dominant, 
and it is only secondary and tertiary areas that are more specialized.

This can thus be summed up as follows:
• the left hemisphere specializes in sequential processing of sounds;
• the right hemisphere specializes in overall (global) perception.
The right hemisphere areas more easily process sound stimuli perceived as 

whole structures, e.g. sounds of music, prosody of utterances, sounds associated 
with a situation (rustle of the wood, humming of water, street noises). In the left 
hemisphere areas, the sound stimuli that require sequential processing are ana-
lyzed faster, e.g. complex verbal contents, musical sequences (music as perceived 
by a professional), analysis of physical sounds (e.g. recognition of an engine de-
fect by a mechanic), etc. Music can thus be processed in both the right and left 
hemisphere, depending on the way it is processed, as in the case of speech sounds 
and the sounds of the surrounding world.

The lateralization process is significantly influenced by the functional asym-
metry of the brain in auditory perception. Asymmetry is the result of the above-
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mentioned specialization of the cerebral hemispheres. There is no doubt that the 
anatomical and first of all functional asymmetry of the cerebral hemispheres is 
a fact. Contemporary morphological studies have shown that the cerebral struc-
ture situated in the posterior part of the first planum temporale on the left is larger 
in 70% of people by 40% than the same structure on the right. This region of the 
cortex borders on the associative auditory area and performs vital functions in the 
perception of speech sounds. There is also no doubt that the cerebral hemispheres 
function in a different way and, what is important, independently of each other. 
However, despite being functionally divided, the hemispheres have to cooperate 
in order to ensure the integrated activity of the brain.

If it is easier for a given hemisphere (it is predisposed) to process special 
stimuli in a specific way, this results in its dominance in the area of selected 
functions. Dominance can be spoken of both at the central and peripheral levels. 
Studies on patients whose commissures linking both hemispheres were cut (in 
epilepsy cases), as well as the results of dichotic listening tests have demonstrated 
that each cerebral hemisphere is connected more strongly with the opposite side of 
the body. This also applies to hearing: the connection of an ear with the opposite 
hemisphere is stronger than with the hemisphere on the same side.

The above-mentioned facts allow the following conclusion: since the speech 
perception centers are usually located in the left hemisphere, and perception is as-
sociated with the ear opposite the hemisphere, the right ear is dominant in speech 
sounds perception. This is confirmed by the results of investigations begun by 
D. Kimura using dichotic listening techniques.

 

bINAURAL LISTENING

Each ear sends information from all its receptors to both hemispheres. A sound 
stimulus directed at the left ear reaches both – the right and left hemisphere, just as 
a stimulus presented to the right ear is projected into either side.

Over more than fifty years since Kimura first published the data related to ear 
asymmetry, binaural listening have become an increasingly popular research tool 
used to study the hemispheric asymmetry of functions both in the case of normal 
and clinical populations. The investigations using this technique belong to two 
broad categories:

•  those primarily intended to justify binaural listening as a means of mea-
suring hemispheric asymmetry; 

•  those that are based on the assumption that binaural listening is a justified 
means of measuring asymmetry that can be applied when asking ques-
tions about the nature and degree of hemispheric asymmetry for various 
kinds of stimuli in the case of different patient groups.
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These research results are often published: their first survey can be found in 
the study by S.P. Springer and G. Deutsch (1981) Left Brain, Right Brain (trans-
lated into Polish in 1998). In Polish literature these issues have been discussed, 
inter alia, by Mroziak (1991), Herzyk (1992), Budohoska and Grabowska (1994), 
Knobloch-Gala (1995), Szeląg (1996a,b), Kurkowski (2013), and others.

Of interest are first of all the results of studies on functional asymmetry but 
also investigations showing the role of cerebral commissures in transmitting in-
formation from the left ear to the left hemisphere. One highly widespread in-
terpretation of right ear advantage in normal subjects to whom binaural sound 
stimuli were presented assumes that right-ear stimuli have direct access to the left 
hemisphere while the left-ear positions are first projected to the right hemisphere 
and only then to the left. The loss of information during intrahemispheric transfer 
may explain difficulties in identifying the left-ear stimulus material. It should be 
observed that this model assumes that the left hemisphere contains centers in-
volved in speech perception as well as those controlling speech.

It should, however, be remembered that a typical binaural listening task 
allows the subject to differentially focus attention on one ear and that this bias 
of attention may impact ear asymmetry in the way that is not connected with 
the hemispheric asymmetry of functions. A change in the bias of attention may 
introduce variability, which hinders observation of the effect of ear asymmetry.

The exact role of factors connected with shaping asymmetry and attention in 
defining the execution of a binaural listening task is not understood well enough 
and more extensive studies should be conducted before their impact on the effect 
of ear asymmetry is estimated. Meanwhile, scholars interested in using binaural 
listening as a tool in clinical studies should remember about those factors when 
developing research techniques and interpreting research results. Instructions and 
the task itself should be devised in such a way as to increase the probability that 
the subjects will approach the task using the same strategies for the use and bias 
of attention.

In light of many studies, what is indisputable is the impact of attention on 
the results of dichotic listening tests and the direction and degree of dominance 
effect. The fMRI studies have shown that focusing attention on the right ear in the 
dichotic test increases the activation level in the left auditory cortex, and directing 
attention on the left ear – enhances the activation level in the right auditory cortex 
(see: Kochanek et al., 2015).

The impact of auditory processing disorders on DDT results has also been 
reported. Lower percentage indicators and higher differences between right- and 
left-ear perception are observable (see: Kochanek et al., 2015).
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DIAGNOSIS OF AUDITORY LATERALIZATION

The diagnosis of auditory lateralization should encompass several tests:
• assessment of dichotic listening;
• assessment of ear dominance (external manifestations);
• assessment of the impact of attention on binaural perception;
• determination of the overall profile of (perceptual-motor) lateralization.
The interpretation of results should comprehensively cover the process of 

lateralization. That is why in order to correctly interpret test results the following 
terms should be adopted: 

•  Right- or left-ear advantage (or lack of it) refers to dichotic listening 
tests and highlights the dominance of one hemisphere in performing 
a specific activity (behavior), as well as the phenomenon of asymmetry 
and specificity of particular hemispheres; 

•  Ear dominance (right or left ear) denotes external symptoms indicating 
the asymmetry of auditory perception and increased attention on one side: 
the laterality of specific behaviors; (it is assessed the same way as the eye, 
hand or leg dominance is evaluated);

•  Lateralization encompasses both the phenomenon of hemisphere advan-
tage and the dominant function of a specific organ, linked with structural 
(anatomical) or functional asymmetry, the kind of stimulus, and the speci-
ficity of an action being performed. The processes of directed attention 
also play an important role;

•  Interhemispheric integration refers to the joint participation of the hemi-
spheres in the perceptual-motor processes in executing specific actions.

Diagnosis should cover individual processes and interpretation should take 
account of the phenomenon of lateralization as a whole.

Assessment of hemispheric advantage in auditory perception

The list of techniques (methods) of assessing the advantage of a specific 
hemisphere in the perception of specific stimuli is very extensive. A separate treat-
ment should be given to the techniques for assessing structural and functional 
asymmetry using neuroimaging: they are mainly applied in research work and at 
present are not widely available diagnostic techniques. The techniques for electro-
physiological assessment of auditory potentials should be treated in the same way.

Studies on hemispheric advantage in auditory perception are first of all psy-
choacoustic investigations. They undoubtedly acquired a diagnostic value when 
D. Kimura developed in 1981 the methods of studying dichotic listening, consist-
ing in simultaneously presenting different sound stimuli separately to the right and 
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left ear. Verbal stimuli were used first of all. These studies showed the advantage 
of the number of recognized words (speech sounds) presented to the right ear, and 
the advantage of the sounds of music, nature and technical equipment received 
in the left ear. Assuming that auditory pathways are crossed, this allowed conclu-
sions about the dominance of the left hemisphere in receiving speech sounds, and 
of the right hemisphere in receiving music and sounds of nature.

It is essential in logopedic diagnosis to establish the dominant hemisphere on 
the basis of advantage in receiving words in the contralateral ear because this is an 
important element in the overall assessment of lateralization. As a rule, the dom-
inant hemisphere for speech is the left hemisphere, however, right-hemisphere 
dominance is possible in some persons (ca. 20% of left-sided persons may have 
such cortical representation). In logopedic therapy, this group of persons should 
be correctly diagnosed in this respect. This will enable correct interpretation of the 
occurring speech problems, and application of appropriate methods of treatment.

Several techniques are available in testing dichotic listening of speech sounds. 
They comprise perception of numbers (digits), words or sentences: there are sev-
eral versions for Polish-speaking patients. The most available is the APD version 
(Zakomed s.c. – Auditory Processing Disorder) developed by IFPS (Institute of 
Physiology and Pathology of Hearing in Warsaw). The most frequently used tech-
nique is that of dichotic listening to digits (DDT – Dichotic Digit Test). In this 
technique two pairs of digits are as a rule presented (individually but at the same 
time to the right and left ear). The subject repeats the digits s/he has remembered. 
It should be pointed out that the Polish version differs from the English ones 
because Polish digits are mono- or disyllabic words while they are exclusively 
monosyllabic in the English versions (the norms in the two languages cannot be 
regarded as equivalent). It is also important that the results of the Polish version of 
DDT are characterized by high repeatability, especially those for the right ear and 
in the directed attention test (Kochanek et al., 2015). However, age significantly 
affects the DDT test results, therefore, normative indicators should be reliably 
prepared for the Polish DDT version.

The dichotic listening test (words) in Polish has two versions. One, in the 
APD tests set, uses 30 two-word sets, each pair of words being administered dich-
otically (one word each at the same time to the right and left ear). The other 
version consists of 20 six-word sets (administered three each to each ear). The 
complete version uses this set administered in such a way as if the earphones were 
put on the other way round. The test was developed in 2005 by the author of the 
present study and published by IFPS. The dichotic listening test (sentences) has 
not been developed in Polish.
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DICHOTIC LISTENING TEST – WORDS 
(developed by Z.M. Kurkowski)

Name and surname: Anna K. Date of testing: 30 February 2018

LEFT EAR RIGHT EAR OTHER

pas tan but puk tor bal

fan syn Huk fon ser hak

1 dom szyk Gol dym szok gil

2 wir znak mól wór znój mech

3 nos pot Tył net pik tłok

4 kat fl et Sól kąt pled sok

5 bez drut gnat bis drób gnój

6 skok wilk zez smok wnuk zet

Fig. 1. An example of the DDT test result – the total number of correctly identifi ed words 
is 78.8%, of which: the right ear identifi ed 82.5% of words, whereas the left ear – 75%, the result 
thus proves the dominance of the right ear and the advantage of the left hemisphere in perceiving 
speech sounds

Source: Author’s own study.
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LEFT EAR RIGHT EAR OTHER

7 mysz nasz pled mech nóż przed

8 tlen kit fok tren kot fuk

9 źle byk mur śle bok mam

10 żak gest wał żuk gust wół

11 śnieg mech nos ściek mecz noc

12 płot test kosz płeć tost kurz

13 fach sus ból foch sos bór

14 dach gest szept duch gust szejk

15 wóz czar miód wódz czad miot

16 nic pan Tył nit pat tir

17 kran bój styl krem ból stół

18 buk rzep grot but rzęch grad

19 szpak wąż czas szpan wąs czad

20 mak róg kret mat rów krok

LEFT ………45.0….% RIGHT ……66.7……%

                                 

1 dym szok Gil dom szyk gol

2 wór znój mech wir znak mól

3 net pik tłok nos pot tył

4 kąt pled Sok kat flet sól

5 bis drób gnój bez drut gnat

6 smok wnuk Zet skok wilk zez

7 mech nóż przed mysz nasz pled

8 tren kot Fuk tlen kit fok

9 śle bok mam źle byk mur

10 żuk gust wół żak gest wał

11 ściek mecz Noc śnieg mech nos

12 płeć tost kurz płot test kosz

13 foch sos bór fach sus ból
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LEFT EAR RIGHT EAR OTHER

14 duch gust szejk dach gest szept

15 wódz czad miot wóz czar miód

16 nit pat Tir nic pan tył

17 krem ból stół kran bój styl

18 but rzęch grad buk rzep grot

19 szpan wąs czad szpak wąż czas

20 mat rów krok mak róg kret

LEFT ……53.4…….% RIGHT……70.0……%

TOTAL: LEFT EAR – 44.2%; RIGHT EAR – 71.7%

Fig. 2. Example of the result of Dichotic Listening Test – right ear advantage, a far lower result 
in left-ear perception. It should be remembered that it is possible to obtain less repeatable results in 
the tests where there are negligible distinctive differences between words

Source: Author’s own study.

Test results are calculated in the percentage of correctly recognized (repeat-
ed) words: separately for the right and left ear. In the DDT test the total percentage 
of recognized numbers is also given.

A higher percentage of words recognized from a specific ear may mean the 
dominance of the opposite hemisphere, e.g. the higher percentage of recognized 
words presented to the right ear shows its advantage, which indicates the domi-
nance of the left hemisphere.

A too low percentage obtained from the left ear compared to the right ear may 
in turn prove a slower interhemispheric information flow because the neural tract 
from the left ear first conducts impulses to the right hemisphere, and only then 
they reach the left-hemisphere speech centers through the commissure.

It should be remembered that the advantage for a specific ear in the dichotic 
listening tests shows the potentially easier arrival of a speech signal from a given 
side. This does not mean, however, that this “faster track” is effectively used in 
the reception of a speech signal. The situation created in the test procedure is ar-
tificial: in a natural situation no one hears different speech sounds in the right ear 
and in the left ear. We can hear the same text, while the dominance of the right-ear 
or left-ear channel can be largely determined by auditory attention. Furthermore, 
hemispheric specialization causes the left ear to be potentially the dominant one in 
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the case of sounds other than speech (e.g. perception of music is usually received 
with a left-ear advantage).

In order to take into account the role of attention in binaural listening, dich-
otic listening tests can be administered with “a bias of attention”. The subjects 
repeats only the words heard in the right of left ear. The low percentage of identi-
fied words in one of the ears may be proof of the impeded perception of sounds 
reaching this ear. If the low result concerns left-ear perception, it may, as has 
been mentioned above, indicate a decreased interhemispheric information flow, 
for which the corpus callosum is responsible.

It is far more difficult to assess ear dominance. This appears possible by 
means of the assessment of external symptoms indicating asymmetry in auditory 
perception and increased attention on one side – the laterality of specific behav-
iors. It is easier to recognize the dominant hand, leg, or eye because indicators can 
be selected which show lateral dominance. Such indicators were used in psycho-
logical tests to assess lateralization (e.g. Zazzo tests). However, there are no clear-
cut indicators of the dominant ear. What is usually offered is the test of listening 
to the clock ticking, telephone conversations, listening attentively to sounds in 
a shell. Difficulties in accurately selecting indicators may stem from the influence 
of the kinds of sounds on ear dominance (speech, music, sounds in the environ-
ment), and first of all from auditory attention and the applied listening strategy. 
That is why, like in the case of the use of dichotic listening tests, the reception of 
different kinds of sounds should be interpreted separately.

Of interest to speech/language therapists and logopedists is ear dominance in 
the perception of speech sounds, therefore, it is important not only to determine 
the dominant ear in the reception of objective sounds but first all ear dominance 
in conversation.

It appears that an important indicator of the dominant ear in speech percep-
tion is the position of the head while listening. If the subject usually slightly turns 
the head to the left during the conversation, s/he thereby exhibits his/her right ear 
for listening; if s/he turns his/her head to the right, then the left ear is presented. 
This position of the head during a conversation, during which the interlocutors are 
facing each other, shows that a sound reaches minimally faster the ear which, by 
the turn of the head, is closer to the interlocutor, and it (the sound) is slightly loud-
er. This may be the sign of heightened attention on the side of the exhibited ear.

A. Tomatis, who was the first to highlight the problem of auditory lateraliza-
tion and its importance in the process of linguistic communication, developed the 
auditory lateralization test for the diagnosis of auditory perception. He believed 
that the stapedial muscle is more active in the dominant ear, and, since it is inner-
vated by the facial nerve, which also innervates the facial muscles, the observation 
of asymmetry in the facial expressions enables conclusions regarding a greater  
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activity of the stapedial muscle, thus pointing to the dominant ear. He recom-
mended observing the facial movements during a casual conversation on neu-
tral subjects. The observable predominance of muscle movements on one side 
should be interpreted as the indicator of the dominant ear. He also suggested 
measuring the force of dominance by changing the sound volume in the left ear 
until the neutral (symmetrical) position in facial expressions has been gained  
(see: Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3. An example of the position of the mouth when listening with the right ear
Source: Author’s own study.
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A. Tomatis’s proposals can unquestionably be used when assessing the domi-
nant ear. It should, however, be remembered that this assessment concerns the 
observation of facial movements while speaking, i.e. perception in the process 
of auditory self-control. Therefore, the assessment of laterality (ear dominance) 
should concern both the behavior in the process of listening to others (the head 
position) and listening to oneself while speaking (facial movements).

When we adopt the solution that the lateralization process encompasses both 
central and peripheral processes, as well as being dependent on the structural and 
functional asymmetry of the cerebral cortex, on the crossing of afferent pathways, 
and on interhemispheric information flow, we can obtain the complete picture of 
lateralization by analyzing the entirety of the phenomena.

An important role in diagnosis is thus played by a broader look at peripheral 
and central dominance in the other modalities. Of importance is the assessment 
of dominance in visual perception and in motor functions. That is why it is also 
essential to assess the so-called lateralization profile (see: Fig. 5)

Fig. 4. An example of the position of the mouth when listening with the left ear
Source: Author’s own study.
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Fig. 5 An example of the assessment of the lateralization profile – we can observe right-hand-
edness, right-leggedness, and right-eyedness, but in auditory perception, with a right-ear advantage 
(left-hemisphere dominance), the left-ear dominance (left-ear biased auditory attention) is observable

Source: Author’s own study.
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To sum up, it should be said that the assessment of auditory lateralization in 
speech perception requires complex diagnostics. This gives grounds for showing 
the need for stimulation in this field and for selection of an optimal therapy pro-
gram. Auditory lateralization can be also diagnosed in music perception, which 
may be applied in music education.

AUDITORY LATERALIZATION TRAINING

The need for auditory lateralization training was highlighted by A. Tomatis 
half a century ago. He pointed out the adverse effect of left-ear listening on sing-
ing, speaking, and learning foreign languages. He sought the causes of difficul-
ties at school and speech disorders in left-ear biased auditory attention (Tomatis, 
1992). He assumed that right-ear listening was necessary for speech development 
(auditory attention). That is why he not only recommended studying auditory lat-
eralization, but he also regarded right-ear stimulation as a necessary element of 
the therapy he had developed.

In his method he used a simple technical measure meant to stimulate right-
ear biased auditory attention. In the program of sound stimulation he gradually 
decreased the volume of sounds administered to the left ear, which produced the 
exposition of sounds heard in the right ear. The verbal material used in therapy 
could be received first of all with a right ear advantage.

It is also possible to teach a person to slightly turn his/her head with the right 
ear towards the interlocutor. It is important to seat e.g. a school student in the 
classroom with his/her right ear in the direction of most students and the teacher. 
While the student is doing his/her homework, a parent should sit on the right.

When reading, the right hand can be positioned in such a way as to direct 
sounds towards the right ear, which increases the sound volume.

Right-ear stimulation should, however, be avoided if in a given person there 
is a left-ear advantage in dichotic tests (including directed attention tests) and 
the left-side profile can be observed. As has been said earlier, many studies con-
firm that ca. 70% of left-sided persons have their speech centers located in the 
right hemisphere. In such cases, when using the Tomatis method, it is necessary 
to give up the function of balance, which relatively increases sound volume in 
the right ear.
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